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1. The Project: The ScoutingTrain
25 years after the end of the iron curtain, who’s fall enabled Germany to reunite,
the “Bund der Pfadfinderinnen und Pfadfinder e.V. (BdP)“ (Federation of Girl
Guides and Boy Scouts) and its partner organizations in Poland, Russia and other
countries plan an international project of a joint educational journey of Guides
and Scouts along the tracks with the legendary Transsiberian Railroad.
Through this unique activity we will find a way for Guides and Scouts from the west
and some former Warsaw Pact countries to meet and use the Scout Movement as a
catalyst for communication and understanding of different cultures.
Therefore we are looking for Conductors (project leaders), by inviting Guides and
Scouts from the RDP (Union of German Girl Guide Associations) as well as the RdP
(Union of German Scout Associations)as well as DPV to join together with our
international Partner Organizations to form Conductor’s Teams.
•

A train with approximately 400 Scouts and Guides, 16 years or older
traveling from the 31-7-2014 till 19-8-2014 from Germany via Poland, Belarus
and Russia to Lake Baikal.

•

Each waggon of the train has its own project theme of the train ride consisting
of Scouting and Europe’s contemporary history. The waggons are managed
by Conductor-Teams consisting of four to six people. They act as multipliers
of the project idea and are being supported by the Board of Train-Directors.

•

Conductor-Teams get the chance to be trained by mentors, to use existing
networks with Eastern Europe and to exchange information with other
Conductors-Teams to develop their own view on Europe’s history and future.
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•

In each waggon approximately 20 Germans and 20 Guides and Scouts from
Eastern European countries will have an experience, which was unthinkable of
25 years ago.

•

At multiple train stations on the way we want to experience the chances a
united Europe has to offer and the important role our generation, especially
Guides and Scouts, can play. Therefore, each waggon should find its own way
to be: creative, open to others and optimistic.

•

Our train ride ends at a joined Camp at Lake Baikal. We will try to get in
touch with the locals and live the spirit of the Global Guide and Scout
Movement. We also want to take trips through the great landscape that was
declared a World Heritage Site after the fall of the iron curtain.

•

The ScoutingTrain ends at Lake Baikal, however, not the trip of the
participants. The Conductors-Teams are free to choose whether they want to
travel further east, stay at Lake Baikal, or return home. They already have the
tools and contacts to get in touch with others and to live in an open world.

•

On November 9, 2014, the 25th Anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall,
we will present the experiences of our journey in Berlin to the general public
and will share our European experiences and findings.
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2. Project Organization
The ScoutingTrain project is very
complex and can only work with your
assistance. Therefore, we want to
explain a couple of basic terms here,
so we can structure this project better.
These terms will thus enable us to
communicate

more

efficiently.

Additionally, they will present us with the charm of Europe's industrial developments
that make international travels for us enjoyable, affordable, and a wonderful
experience.

2.1 The Basic Terms
ScoutingTrain
The Term ScoutingTrain means the whole project. It includes the preparation
meetings, Conductors-Academies, Waggon-Meetings, the trip to Lake Baikal, the
Camp there, the wrap-up meeting and the final meeting.

Waggons
The Waggons are the sub-projects in the ScoutingTrain. Each sub-project consists of
an international team of leaders (the Conductor-Team) and the Travelers from Guide
and Scout troops from Western and Eastern Europe. In each Waggon only 50% of
the Travelers should be from one country.
Conductor-Academies
Training and preparation meetings of Conductors and the Train Board of Directors
During the Academies know-how (e.g. about applications for financial support,
fundraising and public relations) will be presented. We will also jointly work on the
projects the Conductor-Teams have developed and proposed. .
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Waggon-Meetings
Activities for Conductors and travelers before and after the train ride. These activities
are a central component of the ScoutingTrain-project. During these meetings the
conceptual ideas should be established. Organizing and conducting the CarriageMeeting is up to the Conductors.

2.2 Goals
The goals the ScoutingTrain wants to accomplish are ambiguous. We want to use the
opportunity of the 25th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall to get European
Guides and Scouts to work together and thereby foster a further European
Integration.
We want:
• To connect Western and Eastern European Guides and Scouts
• To set up bonds between the European Guides and Scout Associations
• To educate Conductors to work on multinational projects, by giving them the
know-how they need to “tear down the walls” in all aspects of live (ConductorAcadamies):
a. Project management
b. Funding/Fundraising
c. Intercultural communication
d. International projects
e. Press and PR
• To promote the great idea of Scouting in the context of the 25th anniversary of
the Fall of the Berlin Wall
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2.3 Mission
We will use this special opportunity of the trip with all its images and experiences to
publicly promote the following goals, which are very important to the Board of TrainDirectors:
•

International Youth Collaboration can tear down walls

•

Young people, especially Guides and Scouts, with their unique international
Scouting culture have ideal prerequisites to tear down walls

•

Now, 25 years after the fall of the physical wall in Germany we want to jointly
overcome the walls in people’s heads, in order to further foster the European
idea.

2.4 The Role of the Railway Board
The international Board of TrainDirectors manages the entire project
and looks after logistics, finances,
fundraising und public relations. The
Board of Train Directors schedules
all central meetings and supports
Conductors in their work. The Board
of Train-Directors consists of current and former Guide and Scout leaders,
passionate about Eastern Europe. They work on:
•

The overall concept of the ScoutingTrain and the story we want to tell

•

The funding through international main-sponsors (e.g. EU, etc)

•

A scalable fundraisingconcept

•

An intercultural training through Conductor-Academies

•

And also work as switchmen and ambassadors to the idea
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Introduction of the Railway Board
Benny is from Northern Germany and has gathered international
experience during the last 15 years; not only but also in the Scouting
Movement. When he was a cub scout he already was amazed by the
different nationalities at the national Jamboree. At age nine he experienced
the differences and commonalities of Guides and Scouts a Danish
Jamborette. As a Rover he went to Poland and later on to Kazakhstan,
Russia and Kirghizia.
”I have always been dreaming of a train filled with people from all over the
world, traveling to one of the greatest places in the world…“
Benjamin Spatz is also a part of the BdP`s-Team "Eurasia".
He earns a living by working for a foundation.

Because together we can leave the world a little better than we found it,
Charo joined the BdP a decade ago. Since then she has been a leader of
Scout Troops and Patrols, editor for various Scout magazines and member
of the BdP PR-Team. Intercultural youth exchange and peace-formation
are very important to her.
“Together we want to go east, to the mountains and lakes. We want to
experience new countries and go on a great journey…“
Charo Frensch just returned from a year abroad in Southern America.
She is studying for a Master Degree in Peace and Conflict Research in
Marburg.
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Since 1999 Enno has been a Scout and went on international trips with his
troop. In 2009, he spent a voluntary social year in Kirghizia and learned
Russian. After spending another half year in Russia he decided to practice
his

newly

gained

knowledge

by

voluntarily

supporting

charitable

organizations.
“The Russian culture and vast landscape are unique. A train ride through
Russia is most certainly one of the greatest experiences, and if we can
enable Guides and Scouts from the West and East to bond with each other
during that trip it will even be better! “
Enno Strudthoff is from Berlin and studies political science at Bremen
University. He is very passionate about Eastern Europe and enjoys
singing.

Jan Schütte is from the scout group “Stamm Parzival” in Oldenburg
(Germany). After being a group leader for many years and being district
leader of Niedersachsen he has been a member of BdPs
«Drushba» team since 2007.
Jan is mainly looking after pre- and post- meeting activities of Guide and
Scout meetings of BdP and OSDk. Together with Benny, they support
“weltwärts“ (Volunteer service for young people working in developing
countries in particular before and after foreign assignments of volunteers.
An initiative launched by the German federal ministry for economic
cooperation and development)
He works as an engineer for Food Safety and Quality Management at
Germany's biggest manufacturer of baking products
“I joined this interesting project in anticipation that this will push
international competencies in BdP further. I anticipate that this project will
improve networking among the European and Eurasian WOSM regions not
only among officials but among all participants.”
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Mische was Troop Leader in the scout group “Stamm Parzival“ in lower
Saxonia, until he went to Poland to spend a voluntary social year there.
Besides scouting Mische likes to play the trumpet and to ride his vintage
car. He is also a member of “Ska Bund“ (a Sing and Dance formation), he
is passionate about Eastern Europe and the Balkan region. Mische further
enjoys giving traditional Scout Songs his own twist.
"Since my voluntary social year I have been fascinated by the joyful
Eastern European way of life. I love sayings like, 'If Vodka and fresh air
don’t help, you’re probably gonna die of it.' and am happy to share this
‘wisdom’ with others during the ScoutingTrain."
Michael

Mischke

studied

mechanical

engineering

and

industrial

psychology in Chemnitz (Germany) and completed his PhD while working
for Audi. After that he worked at VW's Central Research labs on creativityand development processes in usability-research until February 2013. Now
he is an independent UX (usability Engineering)-consultant and storyteller.
Milenas adventure of being a Scout started in Świdnik, Poland at age 10.
At age 15 she founded a group of cub scouts. At the same time she was
responsible for the activities of the Świdnik scout unit and trained the scout
leaders of the scout troops of Lublin. In 2004 she led a Girl Scout Camp in
the Rocky Mountains (Colorado), where she learned about Scouting in the
US.
Back in Germany she organized international scout and youth projects,
one of them was a German-Polish project about ecological sustainability.
“I want to yield the Eastern point of view and work to change the boarders
between people, nations and mentalities.“
Milena Migut is from eastern Poland and works in Berlin, where she is
doing her doctorate. At an intercultural high school she teaches Polish,
English and Arts.
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Moritz has been a scout for 25 years. His first real camp took him to
Kandersteg (Switzerland) when he was 10 years old – he became infected
with the travel bug! Loving languages he has wanted to travel the world
since then. He participated in scouting activities in Holland, Belgium und
Mexico and lead the VCP-Wurttemberg contingent to the World Scout
Jamboree in Thailand.
”Transsib- a dream! Going on this journey with several hundred guides and
scouts from many countries has never been done before and of course I
want to be part of it!“
After living in foreign countries for many years and studying Southeast
Asian Geography, Economics and political science, Moritz Colmant now
works as a Senior Expert for the Labor and Health Institute in Dresden.
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2.5 Roles of other ScoutingTrain Members
Signal Master
Signal Masters are patrons of the ScoutingTrain, and we expect them to switch our
projects status to „green“. Right now we
are in a constructive dialogue with
potential Signal Masters.

Locomotive FireWOmen
Locomotive FireWOmen are supporters,
who

fuel

our

project.

Locomotive

FireWOmen support the ScoutingTrain
with 20 Euros or more and get a
Locomotive

FireWOmen-Badge.

Even

though money is important, we also need
people supporting the project as translators, graphic- and webpage designers as well
as with many other tasks. Without their help we wouldn’t be able to make the
ScoutingTrain happen. Locomotive FireWOmen will be named in our PR work upon
request.
SwitchWOmen
SwitchWOmen are Mentors supporting
Conductor-Teams,

if

required

and

available. SwitchWOmen are Guides
and Scouts as well as other experts
that can help to plan subprojects,
events, press campaigns or other
activities. Some SwitchWOmen can be
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for instance specialists in intercultural communication, organizational experts from
the Scout Movement or people, with other talents to the benefit of the ScoutingTrain.
SwitchWOmen don’t have to go on the train ride itself.

Conductors
The Conductors are project managers of individual waggons. They are organized in
multicultural

teams

and

develop

concepts for traveler-meetings, the
trainride, camp at Lake Baikal and
documentation for the 25th anniversary
of the fall of the Berlin Wall. At the
presentation of this documentation in
November

we

will

share

our

experiences with the project and thereby want to show how much the youth and in
particular the Guide and Scout movement can do to unite Europe.

Travelers
Travelers are participants of a waggon
project.

They

are

selected

by

the

Conductors. Minimum age are 16 years.
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3. The Conductors
The Conductors are the key to the project’s success. We want to make Conductor
Teams to ambassadors of our idea. Their creativity will give the ScoutingTrain the
brought spectrum the Scout Movement is internationally renowned for.
Your task as a team is developing a
theme, methods and a program that will
describe

the

individual

Waggon's

objective.

Together with conductors from other countries you will develop a program for 40
travelers of which max. 50 per cent should come from one country. All ideas you find
interesting, motivating or meaningful are welcome. Europe, Scouting but also
experiences during and after the fall of the iron curtain are diverse. Cultural, artistic
and scientific methods are welcome. The ScoutingTrain shall demonstrate our
potential of this post-cold-war-generation and our fascination with this topic.
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3.1 ScoutingTrain’s offer to Conductors
It is of course not sufficient traveling by train to Lake Baikal and expects Europe to
change. We want as many aspects as possible of international youth work to be
developed and communicated .This project should further support and encourage
others developing similar projects with fond memories of their own ScoutingTrain
experience. We want to provide conductors with the tools, knowledge and a network
of likeminded people. We want to enable conductors to share their passion for these
type of projects with others.
We will provide conductors with the following:
•

Contact to international Scout Associations

•

A network of mentors that will support you in making your project successful
(SwitchWOmen)

•

A great entrance to Eastern Europe through the Conductor-Academies and
the train ride itself

•

The chance to give your ScoutingTrain waggon your own personal touch by
using your point of view, experiences and talents

•

To get new qualifications through coaching and workshops

First academy and Introduction of SwitchWOmen at the BdP-National
Jamboree
The first Conductor-Academy will be held at the BdP-National Jamboree in July 2013.
Guides and Scouts that want to become conductors are welcome to talk about their
project idea(s) and their visions with the Railway Board. This will further enable a
getting to know each other and will support the development of ideas on how the
ScoutingTrain can be most beneficial to Europe.
•

Introduction of the project and its goals by Railway Board

•

Fundraising and PR

•

Introduction of Signal Masters and SwitchWOmen

•

Collecting and exchanging ideas for Waggon Projects
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One to two additional academies in special places
Through Conductor-Academies, the training and preparation meetings we will, with
the support of external experts, establish the foundation for a sound project
management. The Conductor-Academies are scheduled to last several days and will
be in inspiring places. We want to focus on successful youth work,
•

Theory and practice of intercultural communications

•

Communication and public relations

•

Fundraising and Financing of international projects

•

Methods of creativity and organizational structures

•

Project Management

Further, we will use the academies to work together on different aspects of the
project that will make the ScoutingTrain unique.
We will use your different ideas you laid down in your Conductor Application and
merge them all into one overall concept. We will set up a sound PR that will give us
the public attention to enable us to tear down the walls we want to overcome. In
order to achieve this better, the following topics will also be conducted during the
academies:
•

Joined work on the waggon-themes

•

Planning of the waggon meetings

•

Planning of the camp

•

Coordination of public relations

•

Coordination of common work

We also want to introduce the SwitchWOmen to you during the academies, so they
can support you.
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3.2. Work in the Waggons - the Waggon Projects
Each waggon will have its own unique character which will give our ScoutingTrain its
colourful international flavour. Each Waggon Team is requested to conduct various
meetings with the aim of gaining international experience and adventure making
global networking a reality We have developed a number of steps listed below how
this can be achieved but are open to your ideas for a different approach, However,
please keep in mind that we are all on the same train and a joint schedule is the
basis for pleasant train travelling.

First Waggon Meeting (February)
•

Meeting and greeting of conductors and travelers

•

A individual introduction seems certainly useful

•

Working on the waggon theme

•

Communication among team members during the pre-travel phase

Second Waggon Meeting (April)
•

Develop and exchange of theme content, getting to know each others
opinion

•

Joint development of a detailed Waggon Project plan and establishment of
a travel-presentation.

•

Train-Ride (August)

•

Presentation of the individual waggon-project to the other waggon-teams.

•

Exchange with people along the stations on route

•

Mutual online PR and on route with interested individuals along the way.

•

Exchange of on-route experiences

•

Joint Scouting Activities at location

•

Continuation of exchange among waggon teams

Camp

Return-Trip
•

To be individually organized
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Follow-Up Work (optional during a third Waggon-Meeting)
•

Documentation of the Train Ride, gained experiences and reflection on
joint project work

•

It is the Conductors task to develop a proper format for the presentation in
Berlin and to include travellers herein.

Participation at the festivities on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the fall
of the Berlin Wall on November 9, 2014 in Berlin
•

Presentation of results, final mutal PR Campaign

•

Joint Celebrations
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4. Timetable

Below please find the project time schedule and our current status:

è Presentation of project at domestic and international Scouting-Conferences
è October 2012 - in Stockholm at Guide and Scout conference of baltic sea
countries ("Baltic Sea Meeting")
è December 2012

- In Athens at the meeting of international delegates of

European WOSM and WAGGS members.
è February 2013 - in Dresden at the German-Polish- Leader’s conference
„Startup“
è February 2013 - in Luxembourg at the German speaking Guides and Scouting
Conference
è March 2013 - at RdP/RDP subcommittee
è March 2013 Project Presentation at all regional BdP conferences
è February 2013 - Commencement of Project with start of conductorsHandbook Announcement and launch of website www.ScoutingTrain.org
è March 2013 - After concept approval, ,waggons can be hooked up to the
train(max. 10 waggons possible)
è June 2013 - Project Presentation at BdP's annual general meeting
è August 2013 - Project PR und Conductors-Academy I – First Qualifying of
conductors at BdP-National Jamboree 2013 in Immenhausen
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è August 2013 - Project Presentation at European Conference of WOSM and
WAGGS in Berlin
è August 2013 – Finalization of der Conductors-Application (if at all possible
latest on September 1, 2013)
è September 2013 - Selection and Confirmation of Conductor-Teams (latest by
September 15, 2013)
è November 2013 – Conductors-Academy II International - suitable location to
be determined.
è December2013 /January 2014 - Joint Conductors and Railway Board
Meeting in Moscow
è February 2014 - Selection of travellers by Conductor Teams (until Feb. 1
2014 the latest)
è Spring 2014 - First Waggon Meeting with all Travellers
è Spring 2014 – Conductor-Academy III international
è August 2014 - ScountingTrain ride to Lake Baikal. After intermittent stops in
various towns along the route, joint camp at Lake Baikal (July 31 until August
19, 2014)
è November 2014 - Reunion in Berlin of all travellers on November 9, 2014 on
the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the fall of Berlin Wall
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